Protein sequences contain great potential revealing protein function, structure families and evolution information. Classifying protein sequences into different functional groups or families based on their sequence patterns has attracted lots of research efforts in the last decade. A key issue of these classification systems is how to interpret and represent protein sequences, which largely determines the performance of classifiers. Inspired by text classification and Chinese word segmentation techniques, we propose a segmentation-based feature extraction method. The extracted features include selected words, i.e., substrings of the sequences, and also motifs specified in public database. They are segmented out and their occurrence frequencies are recorded as the feature vector values. We conducted experiments on two protein data sets. One is a set of SCOP families, and the other is GPCR family. Experiments in classification of SCOP protein families show that the proposed method not only results in an extremely condensed feature set but also achieves higher accuracy than the methods based on whole k-spectrum feature space. And it also performs comparably to the most powerful classifiers for GPCR level I and level II subfamily recognition with 92.6 and 88.8% accuracy, respectively.
Introduction
The development of sequencing techniques led to an exponential growth of protein sequences in the public databases. In the last decade, sequence information has been successfully applied to unveil structure, function, evolutionary relationships, etc. To understand the functional roles or structure families of proteins, a lot of computational methods have been developed to classify protein sequences and detect remote homology based on their sequence similarity.
Machine learning approaches have been widely applied to this problem, such as hidden Markov model, neural networks and support vector machines (SVMs). In recent years, much work has focused on support vector machines for protein sequence classification and achieved better results. A key issue of these methods is how to interpret and represent protein sequences, i.e., features extraction. There are typically two trends. One trend inexplicitly presents features in kernels 1, 2, 3 . The other implements the feature extraction and classification separately 4, 5 .
In this work, we analyze protein sequences similarly with natural languages, aiming to seek useful features to represent protein sequences for classification. The extracted features from amino acid sequences are usually amino acid frequencies, dimer or trimer frequencies, motifs, etc. The problem with these approaches is that we often do not know which features are important for determining the property of proteins relevant for our classification. To find the most discriminant features, we adopt some text processing techniques. In Ref. 6 , we selected high-frequency k-mers and conducted a segmentation to calculate the feature vectors for predicting protein subcellular localization. Here we will examine several other criteria to select informative k-mers.
The proposed method arises from Chinese word segmentation and text classification techniques. Biological sequences and text documents are both strings of consecutive characters, written in different languages with respective words. The basic units of protein sequences are 20 kinds of amino acids, while for human languages, the basic units are usually letters or syllables. We model the protein sequences as concatenations of words without any space and punctuation, and develop an automatic segmentation technique for them. Obviously, there are many differences between text and protein sequences. Protein sequences have a much smaller character set than text, but are much longer than text sentences. Moreover, the words of protein sequences are unknown to us. Thus word selection and segmentation criteria peculiar to protein sequences are necessitated.
We applied the method to two protein family classification problems. The first data set is a well-studied collection of protein families built by Jaakkola et al. 7 , and the second one consists of G-Protein-Coupled Receptors (GPCRs). Experiments show that the proposed method not only results in an extremely condensed feature set but also achieves higher accuracy (measured by ROC 50 scores) than methods based on whole k-spectrum feature space in classification of SCOP protein families. The GPCR proteins have high diversity, whose sequences share little similarity and are particularly difficult to classify. Former researches on this subject, using decision tree, support vector machines and HMMs, have gained extremely high classification accuracy around 90%. We show that our method is comparably to the most powerful classifiers for GPCR level I and level II subfamily recognition with highly reduced feature space.
Method
In English text, spaces help to separate the words and understand the sentences well, while Chinese text contains no spaces, only punctuations indicating the pause or end of a sentence. The automatic analysis of Chinese text has been studied for tens of years. The first step of analysis is Chinese automatic segmentation, which is to separate the character strings into meaningful words or phrases. This is an important and basic step for Chinese information processing, such as information retrieval and handwriting recognition.
In addition, unlike syllabic languages, such as English or German, each single Chinese character can be treated as a word. Some researchers argue that the smallest unit in Chinese language is not a word but a single character. Similarly, considering each single amino acid is the smallest unit in protein sequence, we assume each amino acid as a single-character word, and k-mers can be regarded as so called multi-word lexemes in natural language.
The proposed method consists of three major steps as shown in Fig. 1 . Firstly, a dictionary is built by collecting all the 20 amino acids and certain number of meaningful k-mers according to some criterion. Secondly, a segmentation algorithm is adopted and the corresponding matching process is conducted on the dictionary. Lastly, sequences are converted into feature vectors based on the segmentation results. 
Dictionary Building
In text, words are minimal independent and meaningful language units, and language text usually has a predefined dictionary or called lexicon, i.e., word list. However, protein sequences are written in an unknown language to us at the present state, whose words are not delineated. Any combination of letters with arbitrary length and within the given alphabet may be a word. So we first need to build a dictionary, which is the basis of segmentation. We use statistical method to find out useful words and build dictionary based on the training data set. Firstly, a maximum word length M axLen should be set, which specifies the set of k-mers from which words are selected. Through the experiments, we find the number four is the best upper bound of k. Adding k-mers whose lengths are longer than four does not improve accuracy but largely increases the computational complexity. This is also mentioned in Ref. 8 that four is the typical longest distance between local interactions between amino acids. Therefore, every k-mer with k no bigger than M axLen will be checked based on certain criterion. An intuition is that the most frequently presented strings are usually words, thus k-mers' appearance times are calculated. k-mers which are widely presented in the corpus are put into the dictionary. Considering every word will be used as a feature for classifying protein sequences, the selected words should have some discriminating ability. High-frequency words may have a balanced distribution in different classes, thus other criteria such as tf -idf and entropy value 9 could be used to choose discriminating words. These three feature ranking criteria are described in details as follows.
1) Frequency: we record the frequency for each k-mer appearing in the training sequence set and preserve a predefined proportion of the most high-frequency k-mers. The basic assumption behind this criterion is that high-frequency substrings should be segmented out and used as features, while rare strings are non-informative for classification and have little influence on global performance. Let f t,s be the frequency of k-mer t in sequence s, w t be the weight of t, and N be the size of the training set. The weight is given by the equation below:
2) tf -idf value: this criterion takes into account the distribution of each k-mer throughout all sequences in the training set. According to its definition in text categorization, tf -idf is calculated for a term in a single document. The value is in proportion to the number of occurrences of the term in the document, i.e., the tf (term frequency) part; and in inverse proportion to the number of documents in the training set for which the term occurs at least once, i.e., the idf (inverse document frequency) part. Here we refine it as the following equation. Let w t,s be the tf -idf value for a k-mer t in sequence s, and n t be the number of sequences in which t appears.
The weight of t, w t , is defined as the maximum value of w t,s :
where T denotes the whole data set.
3) Entropy value: it is based on information theoretic ideas and is the most complex criterion on computation. We refine this criterion as the following equation, and assign the maximum value of w t,s to the weight of t as equation (3) .
Each of the three methods has some drawbacks. The k-mers selected by frequency are more likely words because they widely spread in the sequence data. However, some words irrelevant independent of the classification task are selected, like "the" or "and" in English text. They are non-informative but with extremely high frequencies. On the contrary, tf -idf and entropy measures tend to select particularly infrequent words. For example, suppose that a word appears many times in one or two sequences, its tf -idf value and entropy value could be very high. Such words also have little impact on classification due to their rare occurrences in total.
To avoid encountering unknown words, all 20 amino acids should be included in the dictionary. Domain knowledge can be also incorporated easily by adding signals or motifs into the dictionary. Here we consider motifs in protein sequences, which are amino-acid sequence patterns with certain biological significance, usually consisting of groups of conserved residues adjacent or near to each other. Motifs are rightly short strings with biological significance which are also available in the public database. We downloaded the motif sequence patterns from PROSITE database 10 . The PROSITE database has two kinds of records, patterns and profiles, to describe motifs. We only make use of the former one because it has fixed sequence patterns represented by regular expressions. Such motifs allow one or several amino-acids in a position and also a fixed or a variable number of non-fixed amino acids. That is to say, a motif pattern could match multiple sequence substrings. For example, C[DN][FY] can match CDF, CNF, CDY and CNY.
Segmentation
Segmentation is the process of matching sequences with words in the dictionary. There are a lot of methods for Chinese automatic segmentation 11 . Maximum Matching (MM) algorithm is the most basic method, which bases on the principle of long word preference. Scanning from the head of a character string to the end, the algorithm always matches the longest word at the current position, then skips the word and continues matching for the remaining string. A variation called reverse maximum matching (RMM) scans from the end to the head of sentences. Obviously, maximum matching obtains local-optimal solution using the greedy heuristic searching. Despite the defect, MM works very well in Chinese word segmentation system given a complete dictionary, and the algorithm is simple and fast. Therefore it is widely used in Chinese information processing.
There are thousands of characters usually used in Chinese and every sentence has tens of them at most, while protein sequences usually have hundreds of letters, which are composed of only 20 amino acids. What is more, words of protein sequences are unknown, to say nothing of a complete dictionary. Thus, there may be many more ways to segment the sequences into words. To find the best way of segmentation, we first eliminate a large portion of ways by numbers of segments generated, thus only those which have the least segments remain. That is to say, long words are preferred to be matched. This is based on the consideration that longer strings contain more sequence information and are more meaningful. In language text, short words are usually auxiliary, like "a", "in", "of" in English.
However, there might be multiple ways of segmentation satisfying the least segments requirement. We assign a weight for every word in the dictionary to measure its importance, and add a maximum weight product criterion to ensure unique best segmentation. After finishing the segmentation process, appearance time of each word in the sequence is recorded. The original sequence can be converted into a vector with the dimensionality of dictionary size.
Algorithm 1 describes the process for searching the optimal way of segmentation for a protein sequence. Given a dictionary D and a sequence S whose length is N , Calculate weight product for each segmentation which has the least segments. end if wordLen p ← len k , segN um p ← num k , where the kth segmentation way has the maximum weight product. Return segN um p
RESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in extracting features for protein sequence classification, we tested it on two problems. One is SCOP families classification, and the other is G-Protein Coupled Receptor (GPCR) subfamily recognition (including level I and level II). The two data sets have different sequence diversity levels.
We selected N top ranked words according to certain measure, and converted each protein to a N -dimentional feature space. In the following experiments, N equals to 320, which is the summary of 20 amino acids and 100 words of 2-mer, 3-mer and 4-mer, respectively. In the current settings, the experimental results show little improvement by increasing the number of words per length because low-ranked informative words could be selected and deteriorate the accuracy. We also investigated the impact of maximum word length on the prediction performance. And we found that four is the most suitable length for the classification task. k-mers with lengths bigger than four have too low frequencies to contribute useful information.
Here we chose LibSVM version 2.6 12 as our classifier. RBF kernel performed the best in our experiments. The experimental results reported in the following sections were all obtained with the best kernel parameter γ and penalty parameter C from a grid search procedure. All experiments were performed on a Pentium 4 double CPU(2.8GHz) PC with 2GB RAM. This data set consists of 33 families collected by Jaakkola et al. 7 . Four kinds of criteria for selecting words were compared, including a) Frequency, b) tf -idf , c) Entropy and d) Entropy plus motif. Especially, d) includes both k-mers selected by entropy value and also motifs collected from PROSITE database. Fig. 2 depicts the ROC 50 values of 33 families in descending order of these four criteria used with segmentation.
SCOP family Classification
To compare with other methods using all combinations of k-mers, we present in Fig. 3 the results of 3-and 5-spectrum kernel methods as well as our methods using frequency and entropy as the word selection criterion. A k-spectrum kernel method calculates all kmer frequencies as features inexplicitly in the kernel function. We can see that 5-spectrum kernel does not have a satisfying result for this classification task.
In addition, we examined whether the segmentation process took effect in producing more informative features. For example, if we have a dictionary D={A, E, P, S, SP, TPT, AAAA} and a sequence S=TPTSPPPAAAAPAE, we can segment S as TPT|SP|P|P|AAAA|P|A|E. Thus the feature vector is {1,1,3,0,1,1,1} . When using the current dictionary without segmentation, i.e., the selected words are same but the feature values are calculated by counting their occurrence time overlappingly, the feature vector becomes {5,1,5,1,1,1,1} . To eliminate the influence of classifiers, we adopted linear-kernel SVMs for our methods. Fig. 4 shows results of three methods: a)3-spectrum string kernel, b) Entropy criterion with segmentation, c) Entropy criterion with overlapping counting (without segmentation).
From the experimental results, several observations can be made. Firstly, among the three measures for selecting words, frequency, tf -idf and entropy, entropy has the best ROC scores followed by tf -idf . Frequency performs slightly worse than the other two methods, but it still achieves accuracy improvement and has minimum cost on computation. It should be noticed that adding motifs as words does not obtain an obvious better performance. Instead, it seems to widen the gap of ROC scores between the protein families which are easy to be recognized and which are not. On one hand, not all proteins have annotated motifs; on the other hand, many subfamilies share similar motifs instead of distinct motifs to discriminate them. Therefore, the motif features may even hurt the classification accuracy sometimes.
Secondly, compared with k-spectrum kernel methods which use all the k-mers, our feature extraction method gains an obvious improvement in classification accuracy, and reduces feature space dimension significantly. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . All the four measures achieve improvement on the accuracy to a certain extent.
Thirdly, feature vectors counted through a segmentation process generally obtain better results than those counted without segmentation. Fig. 4 shows the effectiveness of segmentation. Segmentation method regards the protein sequence as a linear description of proteins, and a concatenation of words. Actually, the outcome of segmentation is to strengthen the influence of longer words in the classification by avoiding counting short words multiple times. Generally, longer words are more representative in denoting sequence features.
Finally, we could also observe from Fig. 4 that without segmentation, the feature vectors still perform better than using all k-mers, which again proves the effectiveness of our statistical measures for selecting informative words.
GPCR protein subfamily Classification
In Section 3.1, we present some results of protein familiy classification. Compared with family classification, the subfamilies within a certain protein family may share more similar characteristics and be more difficult to be discriminated. Therefore, to further examine the performance of the new method, we conducted another experiment to classify subfamilies of GPCRs.
GPCRs are a rich protein family of transmembrane receptors, which play a key role in a wide variety of physiological processes. They involve in many diseases, and have particular importance in drug designs. The family is usually divided into subclasses according to transmitter types, such as muscarinic receptors, catecholamine receptors, odorant receptors, etc. Classification of GPCR proteins is a very challenging task because of the large number of family members and high diversity of sequences. The GPCR family has a hierarchical organization. There are five major classes (Classes A-E), each of which can be divided into level I subfamilies, and the subfamilies can be further divided into level II subfamilies. The data set used in our experiment consists of Class A (receptors related to rhodopsin and the adrenergic receptor) and Class C (receptors related to the metabotropic receptors). The task is to discriminate subfamilies at level I and II within the two major classes. There were totally 1418 sequences labeled as 19 and 72 classes for level I and level II subfamily classification, respectively. A same two-fold cross-validation was conducted using the training and test data split in Ref. 13 . We performed a multi-class classification using SVMs with one-versus-rest strategy. RBF kernel and frequency criterion were adopted. The prediction accuracies of various classification methods at level I and level II are listed in table 1, denoted by I and II, respectively. The results on the first row using SVMs and last two rows using BLAST and profile HMM were reported by Karchin et al. 13 . Results of Decistion Tree and Naive Bayes were reported by Cheng et al. 8 . With the same classifiers, SVMs, our feature extraction method obtained better results both in classification of level I and II subfamilies. It can be noticed that our method used much less features than Cheng's method, and obtained nearly equal accuracy on level I classification compared with the best result using binary features with Naive Bayes. In Ref. 8 , the Naive Bayes classifier with thousands of binary features achieved the highest accuracies of 92.4% on level II subfamily classification, while our method got a relatively lower accuracy. For the extremely condensed feature extraction method, it becomes more difficult to classify the data set with such a large number of class labels when the samples that may differ only slightly. However, it is still among the best classifiers for this problem.
Conclusion
This study focuses on seeking efficient feature extraction of protein sequences. We aim to develop a general method for mining the information encoded in enormous protein sequences. Noticing the similarity between text and protein sequences, a method combining text categorization and segmentation techniques is proposed to separate sequences of consecutive characters to words with various lengths, and represent as feature vectors by counting frequencies of the words segmented.
To demonstrate our method, we use the feature vectors to discriminate proteins of different families and subfamilies. The extremely condensed feature set not only results in a high classification efficiency, but also achieves better result than methods based on whole k-spectrum feature space. It is shown to be very competent compared with the most successful systems for detecting protein remote homology and protein sequence classification.
As a general method for feature extraction from protein sequences, this method is not limited to solve protein family classification. It could be also applied to other classification problems based on protein sequences.
